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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Twenty-four law students from the University of San Diego have been selected to appear in the 1976 edition of *Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges*. Those students listed are chosen by their schools as a reward and recognition of young people who have distinguished themselves in the university community. *Who's Who* has been published each year for over 40 years. It also includes a Student Placement Service which makes outstanding students known to prospective employers.

Those USD law students listed are:

Richard Annis; San Diego
Nanci Clinch; San Diego
Albert DeLeon; San Diego
George Denninghoff; San Diego
Brett Goodson; San Diego
Matthew Herron; San Diego
Ann Hayes Higginbotham; San Diego
Michael Kay; La Jolla
Christine Ann Koch; San Diego
Linda Kremer; La Jolla
Grant Meier; San Diego
J. Wesley Merritt; San Diego

Barry Quinn; San Diego
Anthony Salmon; San Diego
Daniel Smith; San Diego
William Stark; Coronado
James Thomson; San Diego
Teresa Tico; Del Mar
Susan Waggener; San Diego
Leland M. Welsh; Del Mar
Craig Wienerman; San Diego
Carrie Wilson; San Diego
Ruth Wishik; Del Mar
Susan Wondries; San Diego
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